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INTRODUCTION

Denver is committed to eliminating fatalities and serious injuries on its
roadways by 2030, as reflected in the City’s Vision Zero Action Plan that
outlines strategies around education, encouragement, engineering,
enforcement, and evaluation.
While the United States has made significant strides in reducing
fatalities and serious injuries over the last decade, we have recently
seen an alarming uptick in roadway deaths. In 2016, 37,461 people
lost their lives on our nation’s roads - an average of 102 people each
day. In Denver, we lost 59 lives in 2018, and 41 lives have been lost
through July 25 of 2019.
This document outlines some of the engineering treatments Denverites
will begin to see more of in our city that aim to increase safety on our
streets. We’ve also giving the public more information about where
and when crashes are occurring and who is most at risk with a story
map and dashboard at www.denvergov.org/visionzero.
It’s important to note that people who live, work, and play in Denver
can also make a significant difference in the safety of our streets
through the decisions they make each and every day. Our data shows
about half of serious injury crashes in Denver have behavioral causes.

So, in addition to the work DPW is doing, we’re
urging everyone in Denver to NOT:
•
•
•

AGGRESSIVELY RIDE/DRIVE
SPEED
DRIVE/RIDE/WALK IMPAIRED OR DISTRACTED

Working together, we can build a culture of safety in Denver and reach
the goal of zero fatalities by 2030.
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1. All Crosswalks Will Become High Visibility Crosswalks
Studies have shown that crosswalk visibility enhancements can reduce crashes. High-visibility,
continental-style crosswalks are the current standard for most of Denver and now the city will expand its
use of high visibility-style crosswalks in the Central Business District, where a different style is currently
being used.
High Visibility Crosswalk

Transverse lines currently Downtown

2. More “In-Street” Pedestrian Crossing Signage
Denver Public Works will utilize a policy it created in 2017 to install more in-street signage to indicate
where pedestrians are crossing. Yield to Pedestrian signs are ideal for unsignalized midblock locations
and intersections on roadways with one travel lane in each direction and heavy pedestrian volumes.
Because these signs are installed in the roadway, they are often more visible than normal curbside
pedestrian signage and can increase compliance with state and city laws that require drivers to yield for
pedestrians in a crosswalk.
Franklin Street and Center Avenue
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3. Low-Cost Safety Treatments
Denver Public Works will utilize low-cost safety treatments to a greater extent to shorten pedestrian
crossing distances and provide midblock crossing refuges.

Wynkoop St. and 17th St.

Colfax Ave. and Franklin St.

4. Further Enhance Protected Bikeways
Denver Public Works will begin testing new treatments on existing protected bikeways downtown to
supplement and enhance current methods being used to separate people in vehicles from people on
bikes. New treatments will be piloted and potentially used on future new protected bikeway
installations.

15th Street Bikeway
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5. Parking Setbacks
In the course of delivering DPW’s annual signage maintenance programs and area management parking
programs, DPW will focus on providing consistent application of 20-foot parking setbacks from
intersections to improve sight lines so people approaching intersections can see oncoming vehicles,
cyclists, and others more easily.

6. More Bike Corrals
DPW will explore locations at which to install a dozen on-street corrals this summer to provide people
on bikes and scooters with dedicated places to park and reduce sidewalk conflicts with pedestrians.

1500 block of Wynkoop Street
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7. Speed Feedback Signs on City and County of Denver Fleet Vehicles
Denver Public Works will begin to deploy driver feedback signs on city vehicles that
alert passing motorists of their speeds. The Department will utilize vehicles that
park along roadways while crews are in the field. The signs will aid in calming
traffic, slowing speeding drivers and improving work zone safety.

8. Speed Reduction Initiative
Over the next few years, Denver Public Works will seek to appropriately set speed
limits in our urban areas and districts where there is a high level of pedestrian and
bicycle traffic. Within the next few months, several Denver streets with a history of
speeding will see speed limit reductions, which include:
•
•
•
•
•

West Evans Avenue from Federal Boulevard to Huron Street
Cherry Creek Drive South from University to Colorado Boulevards
1st Avenue/Steele Street/Cherry Creek Drive North/Alameda Avenue from
University to Colorado Boulevards
Peoria Street from 47th to 39th Avenues
56th Avenue from Quebec Street to Tower Road

9. Vision Zero Story Map and Dashboard
Since the launch of Denver’s Vision Zero Initiative in 2016, the city has compiled and analyzed crash
data from the past several years to better understand where investments in safety are needed most.
We now have a very clear picture of our city’s high injury network—the 5% of streets where 50% of
Denver’s traffic fatalities occur. We also know more about the top causes of crashes in Denver and
who’s most at risk, as well as understand the need to focus on communities and equity.
We’ve compiled this story of where we are
today on our website at denvergov.org/
visionzero and launched a new data
dashboard that is updated each weekday
(more info on how to navigate the
dashboard is on page 6).
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Navigating the Vision Zero Data Dashboard
Data is updated every weekday, Monday through Friday. Information may change to reflect continued
crash investigation work.
CRASH TYPES: The dashboard
shows both fatal and serious
injury crashes. You can choose
one category or another by
checking or unchecking these
boxes.

CRASH DETAILS: View more detailed information by
right-clicking a bar and selecting “see records.”

ZERO IN ON INFORMATION: You can isolate display of crash data using your mouse. For example, the
snapshot below is showing serious injuries to date in 2019, with a breakdown of that crash data by day of
the week, time (in military time), mode, and crash locations.

ZERO IN ON CRASH LOCATIONS: View crash details on the interactive map, by hovering your mouse over a
dot. This provides a pop-up with basic information about the crash, including the date, address, and what
kind of travel mode was involved in the fatality or serious injury. (You can also search for specific corridors in
the search bar.)
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